WALL STOP Mounting Installation Instructions

MARK WALL HERE AT END OF SCREW

ALIGN WALL STOP AND DOOR KNOB

DOOR KNOB ON OPPOSITE SIDE OF DOOR

WALL STOP INSTRUCTIONS
230W/232W/234W/236W

TOOLS REQUIRED: 5/16" DRILL BIT (STD. ANCHOR), 3/8" DRILL BIT (TOGGLE ANCHOR)
P HILLIPS SCREWDRIVER, AND PENCIL
1. POSITION AND ALIGN WALL STOP BETWEEN WALL AND DOOR KNOB.
2. MARK WITH PENCIL WHERE SCREW OF WALL STOP TOUCHES WALL.
3. DRILL 5/16" HOLE AT PENCIL MARK WHEN USING STANDARD ANCHOR OR
   DRILL 3/8" HOLE AT PENCIL MARK WHEN USING TOGGLE ANCHOR.
4. INSERT ANCHOR THROUGH DRILLED HOLE AND TAP FLUSH TO WALL
5. SECURE STOP TO WALL BY TIGHTENING SCREW THROUGH RUBBER BUMPER
   (MIGHT BE A TIGHT FIT)
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